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I IABrTRACT
Longitudinal stability and tontrol derivatives of a fightlfr aircraft are estimated by output error
method for different types of in~ut excitation. The uncertainties in the parameters are computed by
cortfcting Cramer-Ra(j) bounds using fudge fa~tor. In general, the step input response data is not used
for estimating the derivatives. Therefore, step response time history trajectories were cross-vali~ated
using tIle estimated derivatives for standard inputs like doublet and 3211. This proves that the model
parameters are estimated with high confidence. By appropriately choosing the mathematical model
and using the correcte~ flight data for bias and scale factor errors by compatability check for parameter
I estimation proves beyond doubt that such a procedure can be adopted for estimating stability and
control derivati,-:es of any aircraft. ..I
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NOMENCLATURE .
)
a Angle of attack II
8 Pitch angle, parameter vector
Roll, pitF}) and yaw rates
Elevator deflection angle
.,
System l11atrices
.I
Longitudinal acceleration (positive
forward) I I
Normal accelerfition (positive down)
Dimensional pitchiqg montent
coefficient due tq a!
Mq Dimensional pitching morpentl
coefficient due to pitch rate
Moe Dimensional pitdhing moment
.j
coefficient due, to Oe
Za Z force derivati've due to a.
Zoe Z force derivative due to °e.
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~
p, q, r
Oe
A,B,C,D
ax. nx
Altitude
Acceleration due to gravity
Frequency of aircraft mode
Damping ratio
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimation of aircraft stability and control
derivatives from flight test data is of growing
im portance in the testing and certification of a
modern fighter aircraft. The present study was
undertaken by FMCD, National Aerospace
Laboratories CNAL) for the Aircraft & Systems
Testing Establishment CASTE) flight test engineers
curriculum programme. This programme is aimed
to estimate scale factors and biases in measured
data for different types of excitation. Further, these
estimated scale factors and biases are used to
correct the flight data and the corrected flight data
I
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was used for estimating the parameters of the
aircraft.
This paper presents the data compatibility and
parameter estimation results obtained from
analyses of the flight test data of a fighter aircraft.
The flight tests were conducted at ASTE, as a part
of a projec~, for ~tudying the longitudinal. short
period dynamics of the aircraft. The consistency
between the various measure'd signals during flight
tests was initially checked and the corrected data
was used for parameter estimation using output
error method (OEM) softwar.e package
2. FLIGHTITESTS I
The basic fighter aircraft was an all-metal
mid-wing monoplane, with a delta planform swept
back tail. The aircraft primary flying control~ were
hydraulic-powerbd all-moving tail plane' and
frise-type aileron~. The rudders were mechanically
operated. The aircraft was used for advfnced
training of pilots for flying combat missions at
subsonic and supersonic speeds both at low and
high altitudes. The aircraft was fully instrumented~
and flight tests were conducted at an altitude of
3 km at two different Mach numbers (0.65M and
0.85M) using open loop control inputs like doublet,
3211 and step-input. All sorties were flown in clean
configuration. The sampling time for the analysis
was chosen to be 0.03125 s. The effects of location
. d i . d 1 . h 1
uncertainty an vane correction are ea t Wit .
J
accurate. Still an atte~pt has been made to compare
the derivatives for various types of input excitation.
I
3. DATA COMPATIbILITY CHECK
,
The measured responses ~ of aircraft are
generally to be corrupted wi1.h errors due to
measurement noise and scale Ifactor errors in the
sensor mountiRg and calibrati?lli The accuracy of
the estimated parameters depends on the quality of
the flight-measured data. Essentifllly, the kinematic
consistency checking ut!lises the measured signals
like linear accelerations and a'ngular rates as control
inputs to the Math-model. Using OEM, the biases
artd scale factors in the me&sured data are estimated
usfing the following 5-DOF coupled kinematic
equations: f I
,
State equation is ~s follows: \
u = (a. -~a.) + (r-~)v-(q-~q)4-gsin()
v = (ay -~ a J) + (p-L\p)w-(r -L\r)u+gcos()sin l/>
w= (a. -6.0 .)+(q -~q) u -(p -4p)v + 9 cos()cosl/>
.14> = (p-~p)+(q-~q)sin4>tan() +(rlL\r)cos4>tan()
.I(J = (q-~q)cos4> -(rTAr)sin4> I (I)
where I1x' ay and a= are forward, lateral and normal
accelerations at sensor location; p, q and r are roll,
pitch and yaw rates, respectively; () and 4> are pitch
and bank angles, respectively; and ~ax, kay, and ~a=.
~p, ~q and ~r are biases in the corresponding
mea~ured signals, respect(vely.
Measurement efluatio'n becomes:
v~ = V" +~v
= Ka ttn-1 (w" lu,,)+&z
= K /I t~n-1 (v" lu,,)+~
,
= K", </{ + ~<P
= Ko {}f+ ~{}
m
am
,Bm
<Am
()m (2)
,
where m signifies the measured ~ignal and n refers
to corrected signal due to sensor position. Ka, Kp,
K.p and Ko are scale factors to be estim'ated. £\v, £\a,
L\fJ, £\1> and £\0 are biaJes in respective measured
signals.. True air speed at nof'e boom is calculated
using the relation:
2.1 Choice of It.puts
,
Identifiability of the derivatives depends on the
frequency content of the input signal. To determ ine
the particular Iderivatives, on~ should have an
I .
a priori knowledge of which frequencies should be
included in the input signal. ,By properly choosing
the input signal, one can excite the required modes
of the aircraft and hence estimate the respective
derivatives.
This paper describes the estimation of
longitudinal derivatives of the aircraft (under study)
for different types of input excitation. Since the
flight tests were not as per system identification
requirements, conducted altogether( for a different
purpose. The estimated derivati~es maylnot be very
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v = .J U2 + V2 + W2 U, V and ware the velocity components along x, Y
n n n n (3) I J
and z-axes, respectively. The bias and scale factors
h are estimated bsin g OEM. Ty p ical results of data
were
I compatibility check for various types of input
jUn = u-Xr-0/)yn + (q-~)zn excitation are summarised in Table 1. It is evident
Vn = V-(P-&P)Zn + (r-t!.r)xn from Tkple I that the estimated bias forAy is very
Zn = wJ(q-~q)~n + (p-L\p)Yn 1(4) large in comparisqn with its total magnitude..This is
i I I because the data compatibility check is being done
where xn, Yn and Zn are the distancer along X,IY and using a coupled model for a purely longitudinal
z-axes, respectivelyjfrom C.G. to p~essure port and manoeuvre. Removing the bias term from the model
Input
321Parameters! Doublet (sorties)
I 2 I 3
-I "-
2870.5 2898.9 2927.5
304.8 2j3.33 230.54
2.2405 2.0147 2.0685
{0.465) '0.82) (0.87)
0.7013 q.9887 1.1760
(1.515) 41.22) (1.47)
-1.032 -0.9~7 -0.g38
(0.58) (0.2~) .(0.84)
1!0293 1.1265 1.1284
(~.312) (0.97) (0.80J
0.554p -0.077 -0.054
(12.2) (64.5) (56.1)
11.844 2.0925 16.5$8
1(20.1) (54.1) I (5.09)
-0.574 -0.581 -0.579
(40J68) (33.5)1 (6.78)
, I
-0.0025 0.00021 -0.004
(9.17) (86.5)J .(6.8)
0.0131 0.0138 0.0143
(5.9) (5.5) .(1.077)
0.0409 0.0114 0.0684
(19.07) ~:J9.6) (5.19)
-0.72 '9 -18.64 -7.307
(50.19) (3.59) (7.85)
0.00481 -.0.064 -0.128
(36.28) .(5.06) (1.96)
0.021.5 J 0.0443 0.0316
(4.8~) (2.15) (2.99)
.I
-0.0989 -0.212 -0.092
(1.42) (0.41~ ('.32)
0.1420 0.~98\J 0.0836
(1~~) -.(2.~?~ ,---~~~p)
Step
2
2934.6
232.32
2.0145
(0.63)
1.6579
(0.75)
-0.985
(0.27)
1.0972
(0.34)
0.3688
(5.89)
-1.773
( 16.2)
-1.552
(1.33)
-0.001
(13.2)
0.018
(0.29)
-0.011
(11.4)
-4.018
( 14.8)
-0.012
(24.5)
-0.038
(5.30)
-0.044
(4.34)
0.1289
( 1.40)
3
Altitude (m)
Uo (m/s) I
K..
2913.2
229.8
2.0333
(0.307)
1.2135
(0.48)
I
-1.006
(0.18)
1.080 I
(0.r4)
0.1146\
(15.76)
-3.447
(5.81)
-1.208
(1.47)
0.002
(4.55)
0.017'f
(0.44~
-0.018
(4.88)
2.7859
(17.47)
-0.051
(4.13)
0.0352
(3.11 )
0.0018
(75.4)
0.1221
(f.21)
2934.7
234.8
2.0337
(0.46)
0.9691
(0.66)
-0.985
(0.25)
2956.16
239.5
1.9493
(0.61)
1.0432
(0.75)
-0.9474
(0.25)
1.1334
(0.42)
0.1779
(9.76) .
-1.4294
(14.68)
-1.6707
(2.64)
0.0030
(3.83)
.I
0.0181
(0.85) I
-0.0019
(40.9)
-28.083
(2.47) j
-0.05817
(3.72)
-0.0121
(11.54)
-0.01574
(1.89)
0.1237
(1.29)
2906.1
236.81
1.9241
(0.42)
1.3746
(0.54)
-1.015
(0.143)
1.0852
(0.313)
0.0378
(63.7)
-0.549
(23.74)
-1.946
( 1.72)
0.0044
(4.93)
0.0176
(0.75)
-0.002
(26.8)
15.825
(3.12)
-0.047
(2.12)
0.0297
(2.99)
-0.073
(6.8)
0.1487
(0.97)
Q920.36
132.32
}.9055
(0.725)
,
0.96686
(0.77)
-0.9931
(0.087)
1.21386
(0.214)
0.28842
(7.21)
, -1.7868
(5.78)
)-1.8805
(3.54)
-0.0050
(2.55)
0.00170
(1.06)
-0.0018
(21.9)
-14.427
(4.25)
-0.0430
(3.8)
-0.0244
(4.83)
-0.2887
(0.756)
0.13823
(0.922)
2934.7
305.85
2.1524
(0.56)
1.4356
(0.86)
-0.9492
(0.344)
1.2399
(0.49)
-0.4768
(4.63)
1.8866
(14.7)
-3.5229
(l52)
-0.0011
(13.7)
0.0249
(0.699)
0.0053
(16.95)
-2.0026
(17.52)
-0.0963
(2.187)
0.0224
(70.77)
-0.0357
(3.93)
0.1723
(0.897)
K,
Ktb
(0.4.1 )
-0.076
1(25.4)
1.4970
(28.8)
!.1.465
(3.43)
-0.001
(20.8)
0.0165
( 1.25)
0.0092
( 19.7)
-6.493
(8.21 )
-0.075
(3.87)
-0.0003
(577)
-0.0950
(1.39)
0.1255
(1.39)
M
My
M
~p
~q
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flight data, the longitudinal, aircraft parameters are
estimated using the following 3-[)OF model:
State equations 1
for data compatibility check results in convergence
problems~ and hence, this term is retained in the
model. However, this valuc is not used for
correcting the data.
Data compatibility check-time history match
between estimated and flight data trajectories along
with control inputs for different types of inp~t
(doublet, 3211 and step) is shpwn in Figs l(a), l(b)
and l(c). The ~cquired flight data is corre~ted for
bias and calibration errors and then is used for
parameter estimation.
,
a =(Za /UO)a+(Z6 /UO)t5. +q bias
.I
q = M a a + M q q + ,M 6 0. '+ bias2
.
"- f
(J = q + b~as3
[7)
where Za, Ma, Mq are aircraft's dimens.ional
stability derivatives; ZSe , rl\l/se are aircraft's dimensional
control derivatives; uq trim longitudinal velocity
and bias 1, bias2, bias3 lare biases ih corresponding
states.4. PARAMETER ESTIMATION I
Analysis of, flignt test. data includes the
ma~he~atical. m.odel of. the. aircraft an1 an
estImatIon criterIon. By IteratIve computatIonal
algorithm, estimation criterio1) adjust a priori
estimates of the parameters until a set of best
parameter estimates is obtained which minimises
the response error2. The general representation for
the physical system for nonlinear systems with
measurement noise has been considered.
I
Observatfon equations
a
f(m
em
nz,
= a +' bias 4
= q + biasS
= (J -1- bias6
f
I =<Za:g)a+bi,s7 (8)
The short period n~tural
,
damping are calculated using
frequency and
= ~( -Ma +(Za ~q IUo}w
sp
i = j(x,u,O) \\lhere x(O) is known or estimated,
iy = j(x,u,O)
\
z(t) = y(t) + noise
(9)spUsing N sampled values of input and output
time history, the! maximum likelihood problem can
be formulated ida probabilistic manllcrby defiJ~ing
the likelihood function as the conditional
probability density function of the measurements
z(t) given R and (} (R is the measurement noise
covariance matrix and q is the parameters vector).
The likelihood function can be maximised by
minimising negative log-likelihood functioq.
5
L = xI -z(t)-y(t)]
i=1
+(N/2)lnIRI
z(t)-y(t)]R
(6)
The OEM performs this minimisation and
yields the estimates of the parameters and initial
conditions. In addition, it generates the predicted
model response. Using OEM for the reconstructed
126
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FF = .JSF/(2RBW 10)
Table 2 alsq lists thb fudge factor along with
the derivatives.
history at initiali time). For the sake of
completeness, estimated derivatives presented in
Table 2 are converted to non-dimensional form, and
are put together and plotted with a in Fig. 5.
6. CONCLUSION
Longitudinal s~ability and contro\ deriva.tives
of fighter aircraft were estimated by GEM for
different types of input excitation. The
uncertainties in the parameters were computed by
correcting Cramer-Rao bounds using fudge factor.
The step input response data is cross-validated
using the estimated derivatives for standard inputs
like doublet. The results generated by the procedure
of correcting the data by kinematic consistency
check and parameter estimation using GEM after
for~ulating an appropriate Math-model outlined in
this paper clearly proves that the same can be used
for estim~ting stability and control derivatives of
J
any stable air~raft.
In general, ihft step input response data is not
used for estim\at~ng the stability and control
derivatives. Tl\erefo{e, by using the estimated
.
derivatives for standard inputs Ii'i\e doublet or 3211
step input response da~a was cross-validated.
Figure 3 shows the timd history mafch between:1he
estimated and flight test\ data trajectories or
I
step input (cross-validation plot): This shows that
the model parameters are estirnlated with high
Iconfidence. ,
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the variation of
estimated deriva~ives 'r>lotted with the corrected
standard deviations (using fudge factor to ac,co~nt
for coloured residuals) and short period freq'uency
with angle of attack (trim a, obtained from the time
Table 2. Short period analysis results (3.DOF dimensional model) -estimated derivatives
--
3211DoubletParameters
4
-0.67
2956.16
3
-0.889
2934.6
.2
-0.69
2934.6
2
-!--
-0.4171
2898.51
-4.39 \
2927.5
-0.32
2927.5
-0.458
2913.2
-,\.156
2&70.5
Trim a (deg~ +
Altitude
(m)
Velocity
(m/s)
ZalUol
239.53234.84232.32229.78305.52 230.54233.33:30'4.83
-1.1 \35
(0.0'12)
0.5389
(0.026)
-7.'2357
(0.0154)
-1.01797
(0.031 )
!
-12.281
(0.145)
7.15
-1.06235
(0.0099)
0.2612
(0.021)
-7.4292
(0.039)
-1.1367
(0.02)
-12.8263
(0.09)
9.07
1(11K~
0.:'741
-1.0212
(0.0095)
0.3761
(0.0134)
-5.1929
(0.041)
-1.3199
(0.0263)
-11.6676
(0.1137)
9.07
-1.0191
(0.007)
0.2641
(0.0163)
-5.7049
(0.030)
-1.3861
(0.02)
-12.1848
(0.087)
9.09
7. (,(,./I\
-1.0779
(0.0115)
0.6192
(0.0296)
-5.7533
(0.0468)
-1.2439
(0.025)
-13.5443
(0.125)
6.4215
2(,(, I';
-1.0649
(0.01)
Q.6881
(6.0285)
-6.8212
(0.0487)
-1.2375
(0.0202)
-12.498
(0.099)
4.241 j
2.K~2')
0.4035
-2.1444
(0.019)
0.4658
(0.0294)
-17.763
(0.0923)
-0.9027
(0.0337)
-20.958
(0.182)
I
4.2587
.1.,11.11
0.:"111)1
-1~5718
(0.017).
0.2728
(Or°33) I
-15.8681
(0.10131
-1.4999
(0.033~)
-20.90:j8
(0.1834)
6.339
Zd.lUJ
Ma
MQ
M6e
Fudge factor
2~~7~
O.4.'i77
,1.2(,')2
O.359R O.4.'iOHQ
~.Il' i
.AhN()IIIIIJ Nll\lI(llIr(lllcvlIlllclll
+ Trim a obtained hirectly from the flight d:tta
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